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                      THE FINEST “SEQUENCE!” 

                             (41/53 = 51/20-21)  

Here, we shall together witness the first and thus the finest segment of that unique                          

Fibonacci “Sequence,” as this most sacred Name of our Lord (=AL-LAH) has thus                        

Most-Expertly and Most-Proficiently been placed thus in perfect concordance with it                                  

in the Quran-Testament beforehand, and thereafter has thus correspondingly been 

gathered together now, and thus perfectly been coded and presented again under number 

“19,” on both sides, by/from Him again, herein. 

Thus, the Omniscient Almighty, by having superbly planned --even before the foundation             

of the world-- and thereafter, by generously bestowing upon us again herein now                                

this ultimate “golden Miracle,” using again those exactly same, simple and straightforward 

principles that are absolutely intrinsic and fundamental within His most singular and 

spectacular 19 code & system (please, certainly remember again The Quran-Testament 

74/26-31 in this regard), which we have already together entirely and clearly witnessed                

in all of our previous documents, will finally also be reminding us again with these                      

very critical and important Messages, in the end, herein, thus: 

====================              

53- So We will --thus to indicate the irrefutable Existence, and the undeniable Omnipotence 

of this one and only true God (=AL-LAH)-- now show them Our “Signs” (=Aayatenaa; this is                   

a most specific term herein thus especially also referring again to His 19 coded --based on this unique                            

“Fibonacci Sequence”-- magnificent Planning herein, as a separate “Commemoration/Dhekr,” and    

therefore also as an individual “Sign/Aayat” again thus herein, in the first place; 21/2 = 36/46 = 74/26-31)                              

also in the horizons then, and also in their own bodies, until it thus becomes manifest                       

to them that absolutely this is the Truth! …         

(The Quran-Testament 41/53) 

20- So now on the earth there are “Signs” (=Aayatun; many phenomena, like within many flowers, 

plants, all kinds of organisms etc. in which this unique “Fibonacci Sequence,” and the related “Golden Ratio,” 

has already thus unmistakably and abundantly been discovered again in Nature) for the seekers;                                                                    

21- And in your bodies (like within our DNA, our bones etc., first of all); so will you still not see?   

(The Quran-Testament 51/20-21)        

==================== 
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So first of all, we should definitely remember herein that this unique Fibonacci Sequence, 

and the related Golden Ratio, was not arbitrary at all, but it is thus a superbly “19” crowned 

magnificent “heavenly Sequence,” as we have already together clearly witnessed and  

unmistakably thus discovered it in our previous document (=A Golden Ratio Miracle;                              

p. 2-5).                                                                                                                                                                                       

So therein, Almighty by also revealing to us then those 19 coded --perfectly  

complementary-- two magnificent Plannings of His, thereafter, He has thus also 

definitively proven to all His sincere believers, and to all humanity, that He has, of course, 

thus been well aware of that most Miraculous property of number “19” within this unique 

Fibonacci Sequence --even long before the foundation of this world, and so long before 

Fibonacci himself! 

And herein, Almighty by also revealing to us now these 19 coded --again, perfectly  

complementary-- two magnificent Plannings of His, in the next pages, on which He will 

thus be placing this time His most sacred Name (=AL-LAH), on top of it, on both sides,                     

He will thus also definitively prove again to all His sincere believers, and to all humanity, 

once again and in this most excellent and superb Mathematical Language herein that,                   

thus He is the one and only Possessor, and the one and only Executor of this unique 

Fibonacci Sequence, and the related Golden Ratio, from the very beginning, within                              

His creation of the Universe (like within spirals of those many galaxies, etc.), in Nature (like 

within flowers of those many plants, etc.), in animal and Human bodies (like within designs 

of their DNA, etc.) --mostly, within perfect Symmetry/Pairs, and exact Calculations again--                                

as it has already thus unmistakably and abundantly been discovered, and also thus 

unanimously been confirmed by all real and credible Scientists, up to now!         
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So now, let us together clearly see then this 19 coded, magnificent Planning of Almighty,                         

which is thus based on this unique Fibonacci Sequence herein, again in the light of these                     

most critical and basic Verses in the Quran-Testament herein, first of all, again thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                                             

23- Al-lah has sent-down the nicest Utterance as a Written-Record herein,                         

consisting of similar --those unique “Fibonacci Numbers” herein-- in pairs/twoers 

(=mutashaabehan mathaanea)! 

** We shall completely and clearly see on the next pages in this regard those in total “19” pairs of unique 

“Fibonacci Numbers,” as they have thus Most-Wisely and Most-Expertly been placed by Almighty herein, in an 

exact and orderly manner, which thereby eventually shall give us in the end thus similar (=mutashaabehan)                         

in total those magnificent “19” pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) of specific “Numbers” therein, thus: 

 

          0th                            0  1 114   0   0th          

          1st                   1  1 112   2   1st    

          1st              1  1 112   2   1st     

          ----              --  --     --    --   ----     

          ----              --  --     --    --   ---- 

 

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their 

hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of Al-lah!                                                        

This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of Al-lah, He guides with it whomever He wants;                  

but whomever Al-lah makes-stray (because of their own betrayal, herein: 2/26-27),                  

there can be no Guide for them -thereafter!  

(The Quran-Testament 39/23)                                                                                                      

==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                          

26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!                                          

27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!                                                                                                

       ------------------------------------             ---------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                

It does not let-last,     and It does not let-stay, 

            (thereafter, it presents)                                                                                                              

-------------------------------                                                                                    

              Tables                                                                                                                                 

-------------------------------                                                                                                           

                                for the humanity.                                                                                                                           

30-                    Upon it (there shall be) “19!”  

 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those “defective” (because they are certainly thus going                          

out of the limits of the Word therein) thus in this respect 2 “defective” Fibonacci Numbers therein,                           

as:                                                                                                                                                                                    

                 --------------------------------------          &              -----------------------------------------                                                                  

 4181st                                   4181st                                                  

which will therefore thus inevitably be excluded & eliminated therein, rightfully, on either side,                                  

by this heavenly Uprooter (=Saqara) system; but then it shall also definitely present to us those in total                      

“19” pairs of major and intact heavenly “Numbers,” as we have seen previously, within perfect Tables 

(=Levvaahatun) then, as all of them exactly coded under number “19” therein, on both sides again, just as                  

it has again thus Wisely been pointed out in the above Verses, thereafter!  

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire, except Angels; and We did not make 

their number (=19), except as a test for the disbelievers; thus 

= the ones who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) herein may attain 

certainty, and the believers may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs), and the believers             

hereby shall not doubt, 
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= but the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say: 

What is it that Al-lah -really- intended by this allegory (the allegory that has already                  

been cited in the above 26-30. Verses)? Al-lah thus makes-stray (=yudellu) with it, 

whomever He wants (because of their own betrayal; 2/26), and guides (=yahdee) with it, 

whomever He wants (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).                                                                 

And none can know the armies of your Lord, except He; and it (=that Uprooter cited                          

in the above 26-30. Verses) is not, except a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity! 

(The Quran-Testament 74/26-31) 

** We must have thus already solidly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)                    

and that Verse (39/23) we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as 

Commemorative (=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes-stray 

(=yudellu) thus used and emphasized in both of these specific Verses, which thereby Almighty thus                         

basically and exactly signals to us this same Golden “mathematical Planning” therefore thus within                         

the Quran-Testament! (please, also certainly see again now The Q. Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this 

regard.)                                                                                                                                                                                                                

====================       

 

So after we have thus clearly seen and remembered again these most critical and basic 

Verses in the Quran-Testament, thus openly also in this regard now, we can thereafter 

together immediately witness herein this 19 coded ultimate “golden Miracle,”                          

manifestly again, now thus: 
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Starting from                         Starting from                           

the very beginning of                       the very end of                                                 

the Quran-Testament                                          the Quran-Testament       

 أ ل ل ه               أ ل ل ه                                                         

                AL-LAH                  AL-LAH 

Fibonacci Sequence                           Fibonacci Sequence 

The place of occurrence               Verse No.     Chapter No.     Chapter No.     Verse No.                  The place of occurrence  

of the Word: AL-LAH                       of the Word: AL-LAH 

0th               0          1         114          0    0th  

1st                1    1        112          2    1st 

1st              1    1        112          2    1st 

2nd                2    1        112          1    2nd 

3rd              7    2         110          2    3rd 

5th             9    2        104          6    5th 

8th         17    2          98          2    8th    

13th        23    2          88          24   13th      

21st            61    2          79          25   21st                                                                                                         

34th        77    2           73          20   34th                                   

                     77      2          73          20     

55th                           101    2          69          33   55th 

89th                   143    2          65          3    89th      

144th                        203    2           61          14   144th      

233rd                        253    2           58          9    233rd   

377th        98          3           47          19   377th     
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610th                          95 4          35         41    610th   

987th                    85 7          24         7    987th    

1597th     44        18              8         72    1597th 

2584th       2         64              2         174   2584th  

______________                       ____________________    _____________________                  ______________                                     

19x…               19x…            19x…       19x… 

 

============================================================ 

4181st           --      --            --           --    4181st    
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Starting from                         Starting from                           

the very beginning of                       the very end of                                                 

the Quran-Testament                                          the Quran-Testament    

         أ ل ل ه           أ ل ل ه                                                         

               AL-LAH           AL-LAH 

Fibonacci Sequence                           Fibonacci Sequence 

The place of occurrence              Gmr.Value      Letter              Letter      Gmr.Value                  The place of occurrence  

of the Word: AL-LAH                       of the Word: AL-LAH 

0th             0         0        0         0    0th  

1st          66  4       4         66    1st 

1st        66  4       4         66    1st 

2nd          66  4       4         66    2nd 

3rd        66  4        4         66    3rd 

5th          66  4       4         66    5th 

8th        66  4       4         66    8th    

13th       66  4       4         66    13th      

21st           66  4       4         66    21st                                                                                                                             

34th       66  4        4         66    34th                                   

                    66    4       4         66     

55th                             66         4       4         66    55th 

89th                     66  4       4         66    89th      

144th                          66  4        4         66    144th      

233rd                          66  4        4         66    233rd   

377th       66         4        4         66    377th     
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610th                            66   4           4         66    610th   

987th                      66   4           4         66    987th    

1597th       66         4             4         66    1597th 

2584th       66         4             4         66    2584th  

______________                       ____________________    _____________________                  ______________                                     

19x…               19x…            19x…       19x… 

 

============================================================ 

4181st           --      --            --           --    4181st    
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First of all, we should definitely notice and know herein that because there are in total 

exactly “2698” occurrences of the Word: “AL-LAH” within the Quran-Testament, we have 

rightfully --also again firstly, based on this most fundamental Verse in this regard (=74/28),                            

of course-- excluded, and eliminated this --exceeding-- last Fibonacci Sequence                

Number (=4181st) on both sides, under both of our those two special Tables above.                       

But then again, because after this last --valid-- Fibonacci Sequence Number (=2584th)              

on our two Tables above, there are thus still some extra/more occurrences of the                         

Word: “AL-LAH” in the Quran-Testament, we have therefore repeated the Chapter, and             

the Verse Numbers (=77  2  &  73  20) for/within that 34th Fibonacci Numbers, on the left 

and the right side, on our first Table; and then we have repeated again this time                                 

the number of Letters, and their Gematrical Values (=66  4  &  4  66) for/within that 34th 

Fibonacci Numbers again, on the left and the right side, on our second Table; thus to 

rightfully and perfectly compensate for this, thus in a perfect parallel manner, within both 

of those --perfectly complementary-- magnificent two special Tables above.                                                                                                                                     

And then, we should definitely notice herein that these “34th” Fibonacci Sequence 

Numbers, on our two Tables above, are thus the “tenth” pairs therein, and thus at the exact 

center/middle points therein; so there are thus exactly “nine” pairs of Fibonacci Sequence 

Numbers, beneath and above this central/middle point thereafter. 

So we should also definitely remember now and thus clearly perceive herein that,                           

because these --perfectly complementary-- magnificent two special Tables above are thus    

firmly based on the specific occurrences of this one and only Name (=AL-LAH) of our Lord,                        

and then the total Letter and the Gematrical Values of this one and only Name therein,                      

these two special Tables above are thus doubly and ultimately Miraculous (in the respect 

that both those specific Fibonacci Sequence Numbers, and then mainly those specific 

Chapter, and the Verse No’s are thus all together giving totally Miraculous (19x…) 4 results               

on our first Table; and thereafter, both those specific Fibonacci Sequence Numbers, and 

then mainly those total number of Letters, and the Gematrical Values are thus all together  

giving again totally Miraculous (19x…) 4 results again on our second Table; and in each 

Table there are perfectly parallel two repetitions at their exact center/middle points,                     

comparing it to those again --perfectly complementary-- two special (but exactly                                

half magnificent) Tables, as we have clearly witnessed it as an excellent “golden Miracle”                            

in our previous document (=A Golden Ratio Miracle), as it is perfectly befitting here                      

the most magnificent Name (=AL-LAH) of our Lord, within this exact doubly Miraculous 

ultimate “golden Miracle” --in every of those specific respects emphasized above-- herein!   
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** First of all, we should clearly know herein that on our first Table above, when we want to determine e.g. 

the 21st place of occurrence of the Word: “AL-LAH” therein --starting from the very beginning of the                      

Quran-Testament-- we immediately begin to count this one and only Name (=AL-LAH) thus starting from             

the very first Chapter therein, and when we reach the 21st occurrence of this one and only  Name therein,                 

we see that it is now in Chapter 2, and Verse 61, and so we immediately put then these speceific numbers                        

thus (=61  2) therein. Then we do the same --starting from the very end of the Quran-Testament--                   

only this time, of course, we immediately begin to count from the very last Chapter therein.                                                                              

And then, on our second Table above, this time we put the total number of Letters (=4) that together thus 

perfectly make up this one and only Name (=AL-LAH) --in original Arabic, of course-- of our Lord, and then 

their total Gematrical Values (=66) again thus (=66  4) exactly therein.           

** Secondly, we should therefore also certainly know herein that in all of those Verses on our first Table 

above, this one and only Name (=Al-lah) is found thus in its exact/perfect form, except in Chapter 1, Verse 2 

and Chapter 18, Verse 44 therein. In both of these Verses, this one and only Name (=Al-lah) thus loses its 

definite article, when it is mentioned and written as (=lil-lah) therein, but because in both of these instances 

the preceding words thus remarkably bear these missing definite articles (=Al-hamdu lil-lah & Al-valayatu 

lil-lah) in this perfect parallel and exact complementary ways, thus they wonderfully make up for this loss,                  

that we can therefore rightfully take them into account again thus as (=Al-lah) in its exact/perfect forms               

also herein.                     

** Thirdly, we should also definitely notice herein that, because we have thus determined all of those                     

Chapter, and Verse No’s on our first Table above, solely based on those specific occurrences, within them,                 

of the Word (=AL-LAH) therein, in the first place, we have, of course, only taken into account the                             

number of Letters, and the Gematrical Values of this one and only Name (=AL-LAH) solely, on our                                                 

--perfect complementary-- second Table above, not the total number of Letters, and their Gematrical Values                   

of the whole Verses therein, as we have only rightfully done it in our previous document (=A Golden Ratio 

Miracle), because there was no such specific Word therein, we were thus to exclusively focus on, in the                       

first place.  

** Lastly, we should again also certainly notice herein that there is an exact center/middle point                                  

(=34th Fibonacci Sequence Numbers) on our two special Tables above, on which we have rightfully put those 

repetitions herein, whereas there was no such exact center/middle point again on our two special Tables                 

we have seen before, in the previous document (=A Golden Ratio Miracle), so we had rightfully put those 

repetitions just one above, and one beneath this exact center/middle point (=34th Fibonacci Sequence 

Numbers) herein, within that perfect parallel and complementary way, we have seen before therein.                                        
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Lastly, let us together now clearly remember and certainly see again these most critical and 

basic Verses in the Quran-Testament herein, in this regard, again thus: 

====================              

53- So We will --thus to indicate the irrefutable Existence, and the undeniable Omnipotence 

of this one and only true God (=AL-LAH)-- now show them Our “Signs” (=Aayatenaa; this is                   

a most specific term herein thus especially also referring again to His 19 coded --based on this unique                            

“Fibonacci Sequence”-- magnificent Planning herein, as a separate “Commemoration/Dhekr,” and    

therefore also as an individual “Sign/Aayat” again thus herein, in the first place; 21/2 = 36/46 = 74/26-31)                              

also in the horizons then, and also in their own bodies, until it thus becomes manifest                       

to them that absolutely this is the Truth! …  (The Quran-Testament 41/53) 

20- So now on the earth there are “Signs” (=Aayatun; many phenomena, like within many flowers, 

plants, all kinds of organisms etc. in which this unique “Fibonacci Sequence,” and the related “Golden Ratio,” 

has already thus unmistakably and abundantly been discovered again in Nature) for the seekers;                                                                    

21- And in your bodies (like within our DNA, our bones etc., first of all); so will you still not see?   

(The Quran-Testament 51/20-21)        

==================== 

So thus we should now clearly and certainly see and absolutely recognize herein that                       

this one and only true God (=AL-LAH) is thus Simultaneously --above/upon both of those 

left, and right sides-- (*please, certainly also see now the Quran-Testament 2/115, and the 

related very important explanation within (=A Glorious Miracle; p. 3 & 15) in this respect--                                                                           

is thus the real and only Possessor, and the real and only Executor of this unique                      

Fibonacci Sequence, and the related Golden Ratio, (=it is thus a superbly “19” crowned 

magnificent “heavenly Sequence,” from the very beginning, as we have clearly witnessed it 

before), that He has therefore thus specifically chosen and Most-Expertly & Most-Adeptly 

thus implemented then within His creation of this Universe (like within spirals of major 

galaxies, etc.), in Nature (like within flowers of many plants, etc.), in animal and Human 

bodies (like within designs of their DNA, etc.) --mostly, within perfect Symmetry/Pairs,  

and exact Calculations again-- that all peoples on earth may thus clearly and unmistakably 

see now, and thus may immediately and wholeheartedly return to this one and only                      

true God (=AL-LAH) --the God of Abraham, and Moses, Jesus, David, and Muhammad--              

who has thus created His marvelous Universe, and His marvelous Word within a superbly 

magnificent “Mathematical Language,” thus most essentially based on this very special 

number “19,” on both sides, herein!                             
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers (from among 

the Jews, Christians, Arabs, all Others) herein, who --after those hugely significant two 

fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings, as we have manifestly witnessed them 

in our first two most critical documents-- will also hearken thereafter to this eighteenth                 

very critical and miraculous ultimate “Golden” holy Planning herein, in this most 

anticipated Final Age,                                                                                                                                                       

and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also contemplate on this, and thus witness 

and personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for our own                      

eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again                     

The Quran-Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.) 

 

                      Metin/Messenger of Covenant 

 

                                                                                                                                                                         


